Green Friendly Hotel
Read the paragraphs (1 to 6) about a special hotel and match each of them with
one of the descriptions (a to g). You may use each letter only once. There is one
more description than you need.

Green Friendly Hotel in the Navajo Desert
1. "The VIEW is designed with respect for the sacred setting in which it is located.
ʽGreen’ building standards and environmentally friendly operating procedures will
be a hallmark of the VIEW Hotel, Restaurant and Trading Post. This is a decision
that has guided every phase of design and construction and we are excited about
opening our eco-friendly hotel in December to visitors from around the world," says
hotel owner Armanda Ortega.
2. Our guests will have access to recycling with designated bins throughout the
property and in every guestroom. Guests can use linens and towels for more than a
day reducing the water and energy consumption involved in washing sheets daily
and all of our linens will be 100% cotton with no synthetics which use
petrochemicals. All guestroom appliances and the hotel front desk will be Energy
Star rated. Guestrooms will use glassware rather than disposable cups and all
guestrooms and public areas will be guaranteed safe from the pollution of smoking.
3. The staff will incorporate green practices in the operation of the hotel. The
housekeeping staff will utilize low-water, computer-controlled washers, green
laundry detergent, and biodegradable cleaning materials. All guestrooms and public
areas will be guaranteed safe from the pollution of smoking. The smoke-free areas
are all inside the facility. Landscaping surrounding the hotel is Xeriscape using low
water consumption native plantings.
4. Like every guestroom in the VIEW, the restaurant will have a spectacular
panoramic view of Monument Valley and, like the hotel, it will have high
environmentally friendly standards. The menu will include eco-friendly groceries
that have been grown without the application of pesticides or fertilizers, and locally
grown products will be used whenever possible.
5. A program will be developed with the local Navajo high school to grow vegetables
and herbs for seasonal harvest using composting and environmentally sensitive
planting and harvesting.
6. Navajo Nation Tribal Council Member and Chairman of the Natural Resources
Committee, George Arthur, says: "The location for the hotel was selected because
it is adjacent to the park visitors center which has served tourists in the Tribal Park
for over 50 years. Every effort has been taken to make the hotel blend into the
landscape of the red rock mesa so the visitor to Monument Valley will enjoy the
view from the hotel as well as the view of the hotel from the valley floor."
Text: © The View Hotel
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a) What employees will do to save water
b) Encouragement of the young generation to be environmentally
conscious
c) How the building itself is environmentally friendly
d) The environmental concept behind the hotel
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e) Reasons for building the View Hotel where it is
f)

How environmental consciousness will be incorporated into the food

g) What will be provided for visitors to be environmentally friendly
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